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SECnON 1

SYSTEM ROUTTNES

Binary Rinch i 093-(X)0001 |

Hie Unary Rinch Program is a NOVA utility routoe liiat punches apemtoT

specified langes of memory in binary' format acceptable as Input to tiie Binary

Loader. The program uses either the Mghspeed paper tape punch or the Tel-

etype ASR punch. It is available in two binary versions which, after leading,

reside in different arms of memory. It is also available as an ASCII source

tope to enable the user to change the origin and rmssemble the prc^am. The

routine requires 146 (octal) words of storage. Its speed is limited by the out-

put device, i. e. , the paper tape punch or Teletype.

Bootstrap Loader — 093-000002

The Bootstrap Loader is a short routine used to load Binary Loader into memory.

The Bootstrap requires 15 (octal) words and 2 temporary locations- Its speed

is limited by the input device.

Bumry Loader -~ 093-000003

The Binary Leader is a routine used to load absolute binary tapes produced as

output by the Assembler, The Loader is 120 (octal) words in length, 116 of

I which immediately precede the Bootstrap. The speed of the Loader is limited

by the speed of the iaput device.

^ Gore Compare I 093-000004

The Core Compare Program is a NOVA/SUPERNOVA utiUty routine which

compares a binary format tape read in on either the paper tape reader or the

ASR reader with the contents of core memory. If there are any differences,

the address, tape ccaitents, and core contents are printed on the Teletype.

Core contents are left unchanged. The routine requires 173 (octal) words

of storage. Its speed is limited by the input and output devices.

^ Single Precision Absolute Value 093-0000(»

This routine computes the absolute value of a fixed point, single precision,

two's complement number. The routine is 3 (octal) instructions long. Nova

timing is 8. ^ seconds for X>0, and 13. % seconds for X< 0. Hie Sifiemova

execution time is 2. 4p seconds.
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e#5>«-Tr^ BOOK
Sin^e Pradsicn Sip^d Mul%ly —

' 093-000007 ^
TMs rmitine multlpMes two flx«J points sin^e precisiOT* two's complement
numbers to form a douiJle precision, two's complement pr^uct. TMs routine

consists of 16 (octal) words. Execution time in additloii to unsigned multiply

is 56.^ seconds for tiie Nova and 11, %i secoids for Si^emova. Execution

time in unsign«3 multiply is 34Qti seconds for Nova and 69. 6p seconds for

Supernova. Total average executicm time is 396.^ seconds for Nova and
81. seccHKis for Siqjemova,

Single Precision Signed EHvide — (»3-(XKK)08 Z.

This routine divides a double precision, two's complement, Jfixed point number
by a single precisicm, two's complement, fixed point number, TTie result Is a

single precisian, two's complement quotient and a single precision, two's com-
plement remainder. This routine consists of 45 (octal) words and die average
execution time is 605^ secoiuis for Nova and 113.4^ seconds for Sujjemova.

Double Precision Absolute Value
.

093-000009 2^

IMs routine computes the absolute \mlue of a jfixed point, double precision,

two's complement number. This routine consists of 6 instructions. Nova
execution time is 8.^ seconds for X>0; and 19.-^^ seconds for X<0. Siper-
nova execution time is 1.6^ seccmds for X and 5.6|di seconds for X<0.

Double Precision Signed Multiply — 093 -000010

Tills routine multiplies two double precision, fixed point, two's complement
numbers to form a quadruple precision, two's complement product. Double

precision multiply and divide are one program. Both consist of 213 (octal)

words with an average execution time of 1.62 miliisecands for Nova and

..351 milliseconds for St^mova.

Double Precision Signed Divide 093-(KKX)ll

This raitlne divides a quadruple precision, two's complement dividend by a

double precision, two's ccMnplement divisor. Hie results are a dcHible pre-

cision quotient and a double precision remainder, both in two's complement
notation. &th double precision multiply and divide are one program. Both

consist of 213 (octal) words. Average execution time for signed double divide

is 2.98 mSlliseccmds for Nova and .8162 milliseconds for Supernova.

Double Precisi<m Addition — 093 -000012

TMs rcmtii» computes the sum of two double predsicn, two's ccai^lement

numbers. It is 15 (octal) words in length. Execution time is 54.%i seccaids

for Nova and 14.% s^^onds for Sipemova.

/
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300K
Double Precision Subtractimi

TMs rmitine performs a siibt3:acil<Mi of two double precisioni, two's complem^t
numbers. Hie rmtim is 15 <octal) words and 1ms an executiai time of 54.%i

seoMKis for No^ and 14,^ seccmds fen: Siqjemova.

Double decision Ne^te 093-(XKX}14

TMs routine ne^tes a double precision, two's complement number. TMs
routine consists of 4 words and tte e^cutioQ time is 13,% seccmds for Nova

and 3.^ seconds for Supernova,

Unsigi^ Multiply 093-CKKX}15

The multiply routine multiplies two unsign^, 16 -bit numbers to form an un-

signed 32 -bit products Thie routine is 14 (octal) words and has an avenge
execution time of 34QLt seconds for Nova and 69. 6 seconds for Supernova.,

Unsigned Divide 093-000016

This routine divides an unsigned, single precision divisor into an unsigned,

double precision dividend to form a single precision quotient and a single

precision remainder. It is 21 (ocml) words and the average execution time

is 483|^ seconds for Nova and 84.8ji seconds for Siq)emava.

I^per Tape Assembler 093-000017

The Assembler is a two -pass » symbolic raxtlne producing absolute binary

c»itput and an assembly listing* Pseudo commands are available to alter

the origin, ctonge tite radix, and define new operation cedes. Source input

is free -form using special characters to delimit labels and comments.

Assembly speed is entirely I/O limited. The Assembler is approximately

SOCK) (octal) words in length and uses the remaining locations for symbol

taljle storage.

Editor 093-000018

The Editor is a routine allowing for editing of paper tape input to produce

updated paper mpe aitput. It is most commonly used to modify prop'am

source mpes in preparation for a new assembly. The Editor executes

simple command strings r^ested from the teletype to modify text on

either a clnracter or a line level. Hie location of text is facilitated by

means of string searches, TTie program is less than 2(XX) (octsal) words

in lengtii and is I/O dq^nded fox timing.

i
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CftSSETTE 3oci^

Flmttng Boint Inte^reter £ 093-CKX)019
' ^ 3

The Fl<mfang Point Interpreter is a prc^imm designed to e^and the instruction

set to include over tMrty-flve additional instructions. TTiese instructions co¥er a wide
range of flcmting pctot cf^rations, fl<»tii^ point conversions, and transcendental function

operations. Numbers are represented in floating hexadecimal, providing tfie user with

seven significant digits and an approximate range in magnitude of 10** -78 to 10**+75, Hie
Basic Flcmting Point Interpreter is 2000 (octal) locations in length. The Extended version

is approamately 3500 {ocUl) locations in length.

Oebug^r II 1 093 -00002U

Debugger II is a scrftware rcMztine tlmt allows for simultaneous cpeistion of up to

four brea^oints. Virtually no restrictions are applied to their placement or use. De -

bugger II can interface with any type of routine » including those using the interru^Jt

harfware. IMs progmm consists of less dian 1400 (octal) instructions.harfwar

Ldgi^ Exclusive OR 093-000021 3

TMs routine computes the logical exclusive OR of two 16 -bit numbers. It is

7 words in lengtli and executicai time is 34.C^ seconds for Nova and 5.6^ seconds for

Supernova.

^ Logical Inclusive OR 093-000022 - / 3

This routine computes the logical inclusive OR of two 16 -bit numbers. It is

5 words long and the execution time is 25.6jLi seconds for Nova, and 4.0^ seconds for

Supernova.

Single Precision BCD to Btoary — 093-(K30023

This routine converts a four digit (16 -bit) number to BCD to its binary equivalent.

This routine is 53 (octal) words and 1,034 milliseconds is the execution time for Nova

and .1632 milliseconds for Supernova.

Single Precision Binary to BCD — 093-000024

TMs routine converts a single pirecision binary number to its four digit KID
equivalent. The routine is 41 (octal) instructions with an execution time of

(273.8 ,+ (N * 14.1)) p seconds for Nova and 44.0 + N * 3.2 seccmds for Supernova

where N is the sum of the digits of the result.

\/' Single Precision ASCII Dedraal to ffinary — 093-000025

This routine converts an ASC 1 1 character string of decimal digits to its single

precision binary equivalent. This routine consists of 65 (octal) words with an ap-

proximate execution time of (110+ (I * 82.2))^ secOTids for Nova and (25.0 + (I * 18.0))

I n seconds for Supernova, where I is the number of digits in the input.
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Sin^e decision Mnary to ASC 1 1 EJ^itoal ^ 093 -a)(X)26
w

This routine conx-crts :i -irqie precisian, two's co^Dlement blimry number to a

Gtri ig of ASC I " c-:.: c r'/^-rcsCTting Ite equivalent decimal wJue. This routine

) is 51 (octal) words '?nd lias a.. wXcoitiOTi time ctf (378.3 + (X * 14,1) ) p seconds for

Nova and (35,4 + (N * 4.0)) p seconds for Siq>ernova, wtere N is the sum erf th©

digits of the result.

ASC 1 1 Octal to Single ftrecisicm ffiimy —
• 093 -000027

IMs roudne converts an ASCII character string consisting of octal digits to a

single precision binarj^ number, TTiis routine consists of -'xl (octal) insti'uctions

and execution time is <63.0 + (I * 70.2) ) ^ seconds for Norn, and (9.6 + (I * 15,0)

)

\i seccHjds for SiQjemova, where I represents tite number of digits in the input,

\X Single Precisian Btoary to ASCII CkJtal ^ 093-000028

This routine c<mverts a 16 -bit binary number to a string of ASCII characters

representing the octal equivalent of the binary value. This rcmtine consists of

27 (octal) words. Execution time is (367,6 -f (N * 20.0)) a seconds for nmm, and

(56.2 + (N * 4.0) ) |i seconds for Supernova, where N is the sum of the digits of the

result (the sum expressed in decimal).

Double Precision BCD to BSnary — 093-0(WK)29

This routine converts a double precision binary number to its eight digit BCD

equivalent. It consists of 76 (octal) words and executicm time is 2.174 milliseconds

for Nova and .4944 milHsecands for SiQ)emova.

Double Precision Binary to BCD — 093-000030

This routine converts a dmible precision bimry number to its eight digit BCD

eqm\^leBt, The routine consists of 57 (octal) words and has an average execution

time (including the divide) of (1018 -f (14.1 N)) seconds for the Nova and

(104.2 + (3,2 * N)) M seconds for Supernova, where N is tiie sum of tiie digits

of the result.

DoiitfJle Precision ASCII Decimal to ffimry — 093-000031

ITsis routine converts an ASCII character string <rf decimal digits to a double

precisiott, two's complement number. This routine is 77 (octal) words in length

with an approamate execution lime of (124.7 + (I * 125.5) ) \k seconds for Nova

and (26.6 + (I * 26.0))^ seconds for Supemova, where I is the number of digits

in the input.

Dmible Predtsicm Binary to ASCII I^cin^ — 093-000032

IMs routine converts a doiWe preolsiCHi* two's ccxnplement Wnai^ number to a

strir^ of ASC 1 1 characters representing its ^uivalent decimal value. IMs routine

consists of 112 (octel words. Execution time is {IMI + (N .047)) milliseconds

for Nova and (,2234 + (N * .0104) ) miUisecOTids for Si^mova, where N is the sum

erf tte di^ts erf tte Insult.
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Parity Generator 093-000)33 3

TMs routine computes the even imrity bit <wer a 16 -Mt numl^er and re&mis the bit

to C^rry, It is 16 {a:tal) in len^h and 1ms an m&mge execiition time of

215,# seccHKis te Wym ami 60.8^ secaids for a^OTKyya.

^^toGmyCaie _^ 093-000034

TMs imtme converts a 16 -bit himxy mimber to its Gmy Code equl^lent. IMs
routine has 13 (octal) Lnstmcticms witii an oiecutiaa tin^ of 50.3^ seccsids for Nova

^ and 9.% seconds for S^^mmo^,

Gray Code to Hnary — 093-{XX»35

TMs rouAie converts a 16 -bit Gray Code number to its binary eqiifsteit It is

22 (octal) instructions long wicfa an execution tin^ erf 536.^ seconds for Nofa and
102.^ secojds for Supernova,

Random Number Generator — 093-CKXX)36

This routine generates a (psetrfo) random seqt^ce of integers in tte range
^ 5 ^ 5 2** 16-1. It contains dib (octal) words with an executioo time of
244.7jii seconds for Nova and 54.4m seconds for S^)emova,

Floating Point to Octal X 093-000037

This routme ccHiverts a number expressed in floating point notation to its internal
two word octal representation. The routine is 205 (octal) words in length and
execution time is limited by teletype output speed.

Debugger I — 093-0(K»38

Debugger I is a software debugging routine that allows for simultaneous operation
of one brealqpcdnt. Virtually no restrictions are applied to their placemait or use,
Ifebugger I can inteiface with any type of routine, including titose using ti^ Nova
intjerr^pt hardware, Ddxigger I requires <Hily 192 (decimal) loc^ims.

Relocatable Loader £ 093-CIKX)39

This progiam is used to load binary tapes produced as output by the Relocatable
Assembler. The loader accepts any number of relomtoble binary tapes as input,
resolves external displacement and normal externals ? and malnmins an entry
symbol table that can be printed on demand, IMs routine consists of less tlmn
2200 (octal) instructions.

Extendi Assembler
| 093-(XXKM0 4

Tlie Extended Assembler, Hke die basic Assemblex, c<mverts symbolic assembly
statements into machine language code. In addlticm to basic Assembler feauires,
the Extended Assembler provides relocatiai, inteipro^m communication, con-
diticaml assembly, and more pOTWjful numter defiMlion fedlMes. It ctnlBtes abait
7(MX) (octal) instructiaos and uses the remaiiKter of memory for symbol table
stora^.
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omshi it^ ^^^^

^ Relocatable ^Ih Libm^ File " 093-000041 4

This document provides a hrivf description <rf aU the routines avaUaMe using

I

m.u OmemVs imtti library 099-000001. TTiese descriptlcHis are in

alphabetical order according to function. AU the infornmtion necessary to "CALL"
these routines is provided in tMs document. For further reference and a listing

of a particular routine, the user should consult the appropriate JX^C write -i^).

Single User fesic ^ 093-(K)0042 - A

Single User R4SIC is a dedicated inteipretive system that allows cimversational

entry and executioo of programs written in the BASIC language as (te^oped ijy

Dartmouth College. It includes use of all elementary and advanced BASIC statements
as defined in BKSIC Programming by J, G. Kemeny and T. E. Kurtz (copyright

1967 by Johii \¥iley & Sons, Iiic. )> but does not include matrix manipulation
functions, ITie Data General implementation also permits executicai d certain

statements in a "desk calculator" or "keyboard" mode wWch is mc^ useful

in testing or debugging programs as well as in performing simple conq?utations

or evaluating complex formulas without the necessity of writing a program. Hie
system wHi operate in a 4K or larger memory configuration and r^ptres a

teletypewriter for input/output. This program consists of less than 10, 000 (octal)

instructions.

Debug III 093 -000044

I
Ddjug in is a routine used for symbolic debiigging of user programs. This

program contains approximately 4000 (octal) instructions.

r
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SECTKM i, 1

OFTlCmAL PROGRAMS

Data CommunicatioES Multiplexor ffendler ^93-000045

This program Is used In conjunctioii with the Multiplexor (type 40^) to

service up to 16 Ml -duplex telel^es on a character basis. It uses 711

(ocml) locations of alterable storage, and locations 40, 41, and 45 (octal).

This routine consists of two sections:

(1) A Line Generator:

This subroutine allows tiie caller to move the pl<*ter pen from its

current position to a new position along a linear path. The pen may

be moved in either the up or dowm state. The new pen position is

specified either by (A) absolute X, Y coordinates, (B) incremental

X, Y coordinates or (C) an absolute Y coordinate and a previously

specified standard X increment. Hie caller may, at any dme, reset

the coordinate origin or obtain the absolute X, Y coordinates of tJie

current pen position.

(2) A Character Generator:

This subroutine uses the line geierator to implement the smndard ASCII

clmracter set. The caller may dynamicaUy specify the size and orienta -

tion of each character.

Incremental Plotter Subroutine 093-(X)0047\

Platter &ibroutii^ uses less than 2500 (octal) locations.
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.'-""^ DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES

Logic Test 097-000001

Logic Test is malntoiaiice pit^iBm designed to test the Nova central \

processor. It is a gate by gate check of the processor Ic^c, The
j

progiam does not assume any I/O eqiupment and does notj. therefore, /
test most features of tiie processor I/O logic. This program is less /
than 20(K) locations (octal),

Memory Checkerboard il* - 097-000002 4

Checkeiboard II is a maintenance program designed to produce worst

case noise conditions on the memory sense/inhibit wires. TTie prc^ram

should he run to check proper operation of sense amps, inhibit drivers,

and memory currents. This program is less than 200 (octal) locations

in length.

Exerciser* 1 097-000004 #

Exerciser is a nmintenance program desigaed to test for reliable operation

of die processor instructions and the paper tape equipment. Tne program

can exercise the telet^'pe reader/punchp high speed reader/punch, the real

time clock, and the instruction repertoire. The devices to be used are

selected by console switches and are serviced via the internet system.

It requires less than 3300 (octal) locaticms.

Power Shut Down Test* 1 097-000005 4

This program is a maintenance prc^pcam designed to test the power mcmtor
and autorestart option. The program also tests for memory retention upon

power shut down. It can be used with or without the power monitor option.

It uses f^iout 1000 (octal) locations.

* NOTE; Single asterisk after program title

from hereon denotes that the dia^c^tic

is applicable to both NOVA and

SUPERNOVA.
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Instruction Timer W7-0000

Thi InstructtoE Timer rr:;-r-- c^cck^ th. CFV :1 ,ck circuits by tiT--jji:T tbc

instruction set, Tim 100 Aiiliisccond teltiiypo ciocK is used for caiibr-tion

and is assumed accurate. It consists of less than 3300 (octal) instructions.

i
097-000007

Memory Address Test is a maintenance program designed to detect mal-

functions in tlie memory address selection logic. Hie program fills

memorj' mth an address prtr:/:-. SuccessM read back of the pattern

is proof that all locadoas-^ft'fee

&mi 20iQctai) locations.

etype Test II

ccmtains less

097-0000

Teletype Test II is a mainceimnce program designed to detect malfunctions

in the telet^^c logic, interrupt system, and the I/O bus logic. The program

may used to test teletype models ASR33. KSR33p and KSR35. The program

conmins routines to punch and read random data, echo typed keys, and punch

from the switch register. It contains less than 2500 (octal) instrucdons.

Memory Checkeitjoard III* 1 097-00CK)14

Checkerboard III is a maintenance program designed to produce worse case

noise conditions on die sense/inhibit wires. The program should be run to

insure prqper operation of sense an^js, inhibit drivers, and memory cur-

rents. This progiam ctmtains less than 1000 (octal) locations.



SECTION 2.1 „ „
,

QFnONAL DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAMS

Real Tlniw Clock Test* 097-000003

The Real Time Clock Test is a maintenance program designed to test the
i

real time clock logic. If the prc^am is used without a teletype, the crystal

frequency is not checked for accuracy, Tbe progmm is designed for either

50 or 60 Hertz line interrupts. This rcmtine has less than 1500 (octel)

instructions.

R^der/Punch Test* -n.niDi'C -©9^^-60^68-

High Speed Reader/Punch Test is a maintenance program designed to test

the type 4012A high speed punch and tte type 401 lA or 401 IB high speed

readers. Tapes can be punched or read on the the teletype if one of the

hi^ speed devices does not exist in the user's system. It contains less

than 2500 (octal) instructions.

Tape IMt Timing Test* 097-000011 /

Tape Unit Timing Test is a maintenance program designed to test the tape

motion delays in the tape motion produced by the transport mechanics.

Any transport that Is ready and write enabled wUl be tested. There are

less timn 3500 (octal) instructions.

Disk Diagnostic* 097 -00001

This program is a maintenance program designed to test tte type 4019
\

disk file. IMs progmm has less than 4100 (octal) locations.

Disk Reliability* 097-000013

TMs program is designed to ea^rcise type 4019 disk file and has less than

3500 (octal) instructions.

Incrematttal Fimex Test* 096 -000001

The Incremental Plotter Test is a maintenance r(Hitine desired to test the

l<^c and c5>eration of Calcomp models 563, 502, 565, or Houston Instrument

Model DP-1 Incremental plotters. It consists of less tMn 2200 (octal)

locations, /
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Ccnimijnica-tioris Coiittoiier Test*

TMs diagnostic is i .ente by ^te check of tiie 4015 cmttoUer logic. Each

routine begins with co iiiitializliig subrouttoe (setiq)) aM eiris witii an itera-

tion subroutine (loop). Both setop and loop issue an I/O reset pulse. In

most routines tMs pulse may be used to synchronize the scope. TMs routine

has less than 52(X) (<K:£al) instructions.

Multiply/Divide Test ^-mms

TMs program contains numerous routines to test the variciis fimctlons

of the multiply/divide hardware. Hardware multiply and divide are

compared with ^ch other as well as with the software routines descrli^d

in section 2. 2 of the HOW TO USE THE NOVA manual. This prt^m
uses less than 22 (octal) locaticms.

C^rd Reader Test*

The Card Reader Test is a maintenance program designed to test die type

4016 card reader. The program reads and checks the data from a test

deck of 80 column Hollarith cards. It consists of less than 2100 (octal)

words,

DCM Diagnostic* -mOOl 1

The Data Communications Multiplexor Diagnostic is a maintenance program

designed to test the type 402^ Data Communications Multiplexor hardware.

The program requests operator parameters for the number of teletype

lines, models and the device code. This program contains less than 2300

(octal) locations.

Type 4029 CommunicatiCHis CcmtroUer Test* 096 -000018

The Type 4029 Communicati<Mis Test is a maintenance program designed

to test the type 4029 communications interface. The interface is tested

via a test plug which permits sampling of ti^ output line and simulation

<rf the iiq5ut line. This program contains less than ^(X) (octal) locations.

Magnetic Tape Dtognostic*
097-(K»015

TMs diagnostic is provide to find hardcore problems that are related to

basic operatioas of the tape control. It uses less tten 4500 (octal) locations.

Magnetic Tape Reliability*
097-00CK)16

The Tape Reliability is a maintenance program intended for rigorous

testing of a system that has successfully run die diagnostic test and the

timing test. This program uses less than 5100 (octal) locations.
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SECTION 3

SUPERNOVA SYSTEM ROimNES . .

^^eMoading Bootstmp and anary Loader 083 -000001 I

The Selfload tape is used in conjimction with the program IcMd feature

of the Supernova to place an absolute binary loader in the highest

locations of alterable storage, TTils prc^^m conmins 40 (octal)

instructions.
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SECTION 4

/
Supvr Lo^c Test

Super Lope Test is a maintenance prc^ram designed to test the

Supernova Central Processing Unit, It is a gate test of th-e logic

used to implement the Supernova instruction set. The test does
not Include any input -output c^ticaial equipment. It contains less

tlian 2500 <<x;tal) locations.

Super Instruction Timer
f

Super Instruction Timer is a maintenance program designed to

test tiie GPU clock circuits of the Supernova by timing the instruc -

tion set. The 100 ms. teletype clock is used for calibration and
is assumed accurate. It contaiQs less than 3300 (octal) instruc-

tions.

This program is a maintenance program designed to detect mal-
functions in the teletype logic, interrupt system, and the I/O bus

logic. The program may be used to test telet3^e models ASR33,
KSR33, and KSP;35. The program contains routines to punch and
read random data, echo typed keys, punch from the switch reg-

ister, etc. It contains less than 2500 (octal) instructions.

087-000001 1

087-000002 j

087-000003 {
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SECTION 4.1

OPTIONAL SUPERNOVA DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAMS

Super Memoiy AJlcK:aflcHi & Prot^cticHi 086-mmOl

This dia^gnostic program is a malnteiance program designed to test the

type 8OO0 allocation and protectim option. IMs program uses less than

50CX) (octal) Icxations.

Super Multiply/mvide Test 086 -000004

TMs program ccaitains numert^ routines to test the various lunctiicms

of the multiply divide hardware* Hardware multiply and divide are

compared with ^ch other as well as with the software routines de-

scribed in section 2.2 of the HOW TO USE THK NOVA UtVAUAh.

This piOi^j^am ujes less th^ 2^AKj (<.K^>i) icuiiions.

i
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